Poo & Brew: Four Reasons Why You Should Attend

The NEWEA Young Professionals Committee consists of professionals in the early stages of their water industry careers. Poo & Brew networking events are open to all young professionals in the water quality industry including those who work as operators, laboratory personal, engineers, vendors, manufacturers’ representatives and the various other professions that make the water quality industrial whole. Here are four reasons why all young professional should attend a Poo & Brew:

1. **NETWORKING**: Both young professionals and water quality experts attend Poo & Brew events. During the tour you will meet and share knowledge with several young professionals and learn from experience facility operators and technical professionals. During the networking event at the brewery you will meet NEWEA leadership and professionals from various fields and levels of experience.

2. **CAREER DEVELOPMENT**: Poo & Brew Events features various facilities, each with a unique style of operations and set of regulatory requirements. With each tour there is something to be learned and experienced.

3. **CONFIDENCE BUILDING**: This event aids in building confidence by allowing you to interact with other industry professionals in a casual and inviting environment.

4. **MENTORSHIP**: For young professionals Poo & Brew events provide the perfect environment to develop strong relationships with seasoned industry professionals.